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It is my nosition that there is no confidence that safe
i

dispcsal of radicactive waste from licensed nuclear fa cilities

will be available by 2007 -2009. It is further held that it .

I
is unlikely if such safe disposal will ever be available. '

Given enough time, on-site discosal or storage ,dll prove to

be unsafe. This last rosition follows from the tso whic?
nreceed it. On-site storage can only be useful and safe for a

'

short ceriod of time ( few decades). If permanent storage is

never develoced, then the waste must remain in this on-site

.torage beyond this time period, and become leaky and unsafe.

This cosition is taken in resp 6nse to the U.S. Department

of Energy's " Statement of Position" in this prodeeding (Eef.1) .

The main thrust of this position is that an acceptable means

of disposal for nuclear waste can be found in a mined geological

formation.
THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS
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The Department of Energy (DGE) takes the cosition that

releases from a waste depository with consecuences of a few
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milliren to a few tens of millirem cer year will be considered

accentable ( Ref.1, page II-9 ) . If this is applied to t he cresent

world population of 4 x 109 people, using the conclusions of
the 1972 BEIR report (Ref. 2), the conclusion is a steady state

death rate of 2700 to 6600 persons per year. In 100 years

this would accumulate 270,000 to 660,C00 deaths. I Cannot

agree that such health effects are acceptable.
This acceptan'ce of consecuences of a few tens of millirems

cer year dose rate is used by the DOE in its definition of

Isolation for nuclear waste ( Ref.1, page II-9 ) , . This
definition is therefore rejected. Rather actual consequences will

be asessed.

The Iodine-129 impact

The total inventory of fission products to be accumulated
by the year 2000 has been estimated by Blomeke and Sond ( Ref 3 )

11to be arcroximately 10 curies. Of this approximately 7CCO Curies

will be iodine -129,. an amount close to the EPA estinate of 1973

| ( Ref. L) . The DOS sugpests tha t it can gua antee that ther

geological derository will remain intact for 10,000 years ( P.ef. 1).

This is rrobably a factor of ten'too optomistic, but is still
6

very short comparedtto the 17 x 10 year half life of I-129.
bSuopose that the depository remains intact not for a mere 10 years,

but for 10 . And then suppose that it kx2 takes a second

million years for the iodine to leak out. This is in keepine with

the DOE results of sections II.F.1.L.2.3 and II.y.1.E.3.L ( Ref.1,

pages II-231 and II-23 5) . To simplify the calculation, consider

that the I-129 become uniformly diluted in the stable iodine
3r i

of the biosrhere. I estimate that there may be as nuch as 10'' kilo rrans
of such stable iodine available to the biosrhere. This defines

a minimum concentration, of I-129. The standard u human thyroid
1contains 7 milligrans of iodine (Ref 5). FRom this, the activity

in a standard thyroid can be calculated, and in turn, using the

methods of IC2p Publications 10 and 2, tre dose is :btained (Ref 6).
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The world population is assumed, conservatively , to remain at -

its-eresent level of 4 billion. Then , the total dose is only

127 cerson-ram each year to the thyroids, initially.. Si 32

Summing this over the total decay ceriod for the iodine-129,
9results in a total of 3 x 10 per son-rem to the thyroids.

Using the method of EPA (Ref. 7) which uses the linear,
'

non-Chreshold theory and the 1972 BEIR report (Ref. 2), a

total of 30,000 to LO,000 thyroid cancers is estimated.

Of these, 5Cor to 10,000 would be fatal at current rates.

This number of health effects is not considered to be acceptable.

In fact this number is comparable to the E?a estimate for the
entire nuclear industry thru Pe year 2020 (2ef. 4).

The Uranium-233 Impact

The Interagency Review Group estirste of IL5G'ie nuolear
creacity by the year 2000 would result in 98,600 MT of herry
n=tal discharged as spent fuel ( Ref. 8). Pohl and Kepford

( Ref. 9, 10) have pointed out that the natural radioactive

decay leads to the production of raden-222 in large

cuantities. This mattsr has been reviewed by Jr. R.l. Gotchy

of tre KRC staff ( Ref.11) . The uranium in che scent j
16fuel wi21 yield a total of 1.3 x 1C curies of raden-222.

To trovide an estimate of the health consequences of

radon releases, the world nopulations and population distributiens

are assuned to remain at cresent levels. The URO suggests that

a release of L,E00 curies of radon-222 from a nine or till ir

the vest will result in 0.023 excess deaths ( Ref. 12, cage 11, 12).

This trovides a ratio of L.8 x 10- deaths per curie. Thus,
1

the redon produced could cause about 6 x 1C 0 deaths if it all

escared to the atmosphere. This value would be diminished only

by the average fraction of the uranium which remrins burisd.

If the depository were to be uncovered by erosion the health nna

consequences woul.d be proportional to the cine uncovered.
It should be noted that the erosion of the G and Canyon is twice
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as deep as is planned for these wastes. Thus, erosion is not
totally imrossible.s

Conclusions:

The DCE position that very small dose rates in the order of
10 millirems per year , or less is acceptable can lead to <

very serious consequences, if allowed to persist for long
periods of time. This should lead to a new definition of what
is acceptable. In carticular, the consec.uences of Iodine - 129-

are almost certainly too large to be acceptable. It would not

be rossitie to guarantee the containment of the wasce for

hundreds of millions of years as this would renuire.

The decay of Uranium _- 238 to radon-222 has potentially severe

consecuences. Here the major factor is what fraction of the time,

what fraction of the uranium is close enough to the earth's surface
for the radon to escace into the air before it decays. Erosion

will tend to uncover the waste. Zrosion vill also tend t o

re-bury it. The average result is unclear, and very ni site-

srecific.

'For these reasons, any scenario for nuclear vaste.

disrosal in a mined geologic disposal site will be unacceptable.

It is noted that the very long term impacts must be considered.

Footnote 12 of NEDC v. USNRC, 5L7 F.2nd 633 (1976) recuires
that consideration be givr .. to the. full detexification eeriod
for the wastes. Also Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Conciatee v.

USAIC, EL9 7.2d 11G9 at 1115 (1971) mandates a particular

sort of informed decision-making , and states that if the ix:

decision was reached procedurally, without individualized

consideration of environr. ental factors, it is the responsibility

of the courts ta reverse. Thus it tz is the restonsibility of'

the agencies to not adopt a procedure that all . dose rstes of

ten millirems per year are accentable.
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